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Enabling neurodiverse children to have control of their surrounding space could improve their well-being by allowing them to adapt it
to their needs. Intelligent Environments (IEs) are now part of our everyday lives. For example, smart homes are already a reality and
there is an abundance of tools that enable even non-technical users to define their behavior. This not only affects adult users, since
children are also expected to live inside such environments; thus, they should be given agency to manipulate them. Previous work
on programming and children mainly focused on neurotypical children as programmers of IEs. In contrast, we aim to investigate
the opportunities and challenges of enabling children with ADHD and/or ASD to use MagiPlay, an AR serious game for dictating
the behavior of IEs by defining rules. These populations benefit greatly from routines, predictability, and regulated home conditions,
which MagiPlay could help to establish, along with feelings of control, independence, and motivation. Our goal is to extend MagiPlay
in a way that improves the quality of life of children with ADHD and/or ASD. To that end, we plan to follow a methodology that
includes children and their families in the design process, so as to ensure that their needs are carefully considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Allowing children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) to control
their Intelligent Environment (IE), could not only contribute towards improving their well-being, but would also give
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them a sense of control over their lives. IEs include artifacts made intelligent with computing power [46], and proactively,
but sensibly, support people in their daily lives [3]. In the case of domestic life, the adoption of commercial smart home
devices is rapidly increasing [19], while sophisticated tools allow end-users to configure and control them according to
their needs and preferences [22, 48, 49]. The majority of smart home solutions and their accompanying tools target
adults in the age group of 25-50, who usually buy, install and use IoT devices in their homes [7, 17, 43, 50]. Nevertheless,
considering that people within that age-range are often parents who already have at least a couple of smart artifacts in
their homes [24], their children are also expected to interact with these artifacts on a daily basis [34]. Currently, there is
limited research that regards children as end-users of IEs and of systems allowing their programming [38, 44], while,
to the best of our knowledge, the area of neurodiverse children programming their intelligent surroundings remains
unexplored. Until now, pertinent research has mainly focused on neurodiverse children learning to program [18].
In general, enabling children to actively participate in the management of their intelligent surroundings can enhance
feelings of responsibility and independence, similarly to when they help with other household activities [13, 26]. At
the same time, it might make them feel in control of their environment, and permit them to design routines that
accommodate their daily activities. Such benefits could also be important for children with ASD and/or ADHD. In
particular, enabling children on the autism spectrum to program their environment could potentially help mitigating
challenging situations by evading their exposure to overstimulating conditions [39] (e.g. bright lights), avoiding
unpredictable circumstances [20] (e.g. alarms setting off when the child is present), and framing their daily routines [37].
Structuring their routines and following a specific daily program is also important for children with ADHD [11], since it
can help manage its behavioral symptoms [5, 21, 28, 32]. These routines could be facilitated by creating rules that either
dictate the environment to minimize distractions when the child performs important tasks (e.g. "Turn off the music
when I sit on my desk to study"), or initiate appropriate interventions for re-engaging the child’s attention to a specific
activity (e.g. "When I stand up from my desk for more than 5 minutes during study time, then make the desk lamp blink
for 5 seconds"). MagiPlay (Figure 1) is a serious Augmented Reality (AR) game targeting children aged 7-12 years that
provides a child-friendly and fun approach for programming their surroundings, while enhancing their computational
thinking skills [44, 45]. AR has been successfully utilized to help children with ASD to stay focused [16], and enhance
their social skills [27], and children with ADHD to enhance their reading and spelling skills [8, 47], and improve their
attention and retention [1, 4]. Given the promising aspects of MagiPlay for neurotypical children, and the benefits of
AR, we aspire to investigate potential extensions that would transform the game into a meaningful tool for children
aged 7-12 years with "mild-to-no" or "moderate" ASD and/or ADHD, allowing them to create rules that support their
well-being and improve the quality of life of the entire family.
2

MAGIPLAY: A SERIOUS AR GAME ALLOWING CHILDREN TO PROGRAM IES

MagiPlay enables children to create trigger-action rules for smart artifacts of their intelligent surroundings. Using
tablets, they can move around the environment, collect smart artifacts they wish to program by pointing at them with
the device’s camera, and use them as the “ingredients” of a rule. Children can build rules by connecting virtual 3D
LEGO-like bricks on a virtual baseplate, superimposed via AR over a flat surface. Every rule is composed of one or more
triggers (i.e. an event that might occur), and one or more actions (i.e. the step that should follow): when TRIGGER(S)
then ACTION(S). MagiPlay offers three gaming modes: (i) "follow the game plot", where children complete levels by
creating the dictated rules - depending on the level difficulty, they collect experience points and "unlock" more artifacts
to use; (ii) "free exploration", where they can freely interact with available artifacts in order to build rules of their
preference; and (iii) "collaboration", where two or more players can work together to build a rule in a synchronized
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Fig. 1. Creating a rule with MagiPlay: (left) capturing the smart door artifact, (right) the AR baseplate with the 3D bricks

environment. After successfully creating a rule in any of the aforementioned gaming modes, children can simulate or
deploy it in the IE. Context-sensitive help is provided via a 3D animated character, aiming to facilitate the rule creation
process by helping players either on demand or automatically, by inferring when a player is “confused”.
3

MAGIPLAY FOR CHILDREN WITH ADHD AND/OR ASD

The study (N=15) by Stefanidi et al. [45] showed that children aged 7-12 can comprehend the concept of IEs, and that,
if provided with appropriate tools, such as MagiPlay, they can dictate their behavior in a fun and engaging way, by
creating appropriate rules. Interestingly, this study sparked the idea that MagiPlay could also support children with
disabilities such as high-functioning autism, since one of the participants was a child diagnosed with ASD, which we
were informed of after the study by the parents. Thus, we started exploring whether enabling children with ASD and/or
ADHD to program their surroundings could contribute towards improving their well-being, considering that ADHD
is one of the most common comorbid disorders in individuals with ASD [23], and that both populations benefit from
being in control of their surroundings and from a predictable, structured environment [25].
ADHD symptoms include inattention, hyperactivity, and/or impulsivity [14], indicating that children are prone to
inadvertently deviate from important activities. Enabling them to create rules that will help them to avoid unwanted
behaviors (targeting impulsivity and hyperactivity), minimize distractions (targeting inattention and hyperactivity),
and reset their attention (targeting inattention) by themselves, would not only help them stay focused, but could also
offer a sense of responsibility, independence and control over their own lives. For example, "When I study, then turn
off the music, lock my smartphone and turn off the TV" could be a rule aiming to minimize learning distractions, as
academic impairments [29] are common consequences of ADHD. Additionally, children with ADHD are reported to
often have high levels of emotional difficulties, such as poor self-regulation of emotions and problems coping with
frustration and stress [41, 51]. Thus, supporting them to relax (e.g. via breathing exercises [9, 40]) is often a challenging
goal. Therefore, including children’s wearables in the rule creation process could be a meaningful next step (e.g. "When
my heart rate exceeds 90bpm, then play my favorite calming song"). Since routines have been embraced as an effective
part of managing the behavioral symptoms associated with ADHD [5, 28, 32, 33], promoting household routines may
help reduce both internalizing and externalizing behaviors for children with ADHD, and encourage family cooperation
and connectedness [21]. For example, consider the following rule aiming to facilitate a child’s bedtime routine "When it
is time for bed, then turn off my PC and make my electronic toothbrush blink".
Regarding children with ASD, they can exhibit intense responses to overwhelming situations [2]. Enabling them
to manipulate their surroundings could help with their need to feel in control [36], minimize uncertainty and unpredictability [20], and avoid over-stimulation [39]. For example, as children on the spectrum can be particularly sensitive
to lights, sounds, and other stimuli [53], pertinent rules could be created, e.g. for dimming the lights in a room when the
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child enters. Regarding their need for predictability [31], dictating the environment to silence notifications or alarms
when the child is present in a specific room (and e.g. redirect them to the parents’ personal devices), could help reduce
anxiety and avoid triggering particularly challenging situations. Children with ASD also crave order and routines to
make sense of the world [15, 53], while safety can be a concern, e.g. for those who wander or are drawn to water [53].
A system like MagiPlay could help children create rules that address such issues, as helping them cope with uncertainty
could contribute to easing some of their symptoms [31].
We see opportunities of using MagiPlay for assisting children with ADHD and/or ASD in maintaining daily routines,
whose importance has been established [10, 12], as well as promoting their well-being by creating an appropriate home
environment (e.g. less distractions). Independent living could also be supported, while children would feel of help in the
family context, similarly to when they help around with other household activities [13, 26]. Positive byproducts of using
a system like MagiPlay also include fostering computational thinking skills (while maintaining increased engagement
due to gamification [35]), cultivating creativity, and promoting socialization by showcasing the created rules to others.
4

CHALLENGES & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We aspire to extend MagiPlay to enable children with ADHD and/or ASD to create rules that cater to their daily needs
and improve their well-being. This constitutes a challenging process, since ADHD, ASD and their comorbidity entail
different user requirements [6, 42]; co-design would help us to elicit these requirements through an appropriate and
well-established approach. In addition to determining whether children from the target population can effectively use a
system like MagiPlay, using AR technologies and the paradigm of trigger-action programming, we expect to identify
potential modifications or additional features, whose introduction will increase the system’s usability and usefulness.
As a first step, we have conducted a literature review of assistive technologies for children with ADHD and/or ASD.
Next, we aim to to inquire how children with ADHD and/or ASD are making sense of the rules that they need to build
to support themselves, and if parental support is required. The latter will underline the extent up to which parents
should be active participants of the programming process. In particular, if they should be able to: (i) define game levels,
by setting the rules that their child should create, (ii) support the rule creation process, even if they are not present in
the same room as the child (i.e. remote collaboration), and (iii) set real-life rewards (e.g. visiting a playground), which
are particularly appealing to children with ADHD [30]. Furthermore, we would like to explore whether systems similar
to MagiPlay can foster imaginative play to support children with ASD, who are often found lacking in imagination
and pretend play during early childhood [52]. Finally, our endeavor may pave the way for future studies that will
focus on developing smart objects that expose their functionality in a child-friendly manner, keeping in mind that
both neurotypical and neurodiverse children will also be their programmers (e.g. a smart oven should permit a child to
monitor its current state, but not stop its active timer). To summarize, we believe that this workshop could help us gain
valuable insights on how to conduct co-design sessions, including both neurodiverse children and their families, so as
to explore these questions, uncover new challenges or even potential pitfalls (e.g. system misuse, safety concerns).
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